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A. Curriculum Plan and Schedule

Assumptions: 
• Course is being taught to students who have required prerequisites  (ASA 104 / 

SC Intermediate), while allowing for the possibility of writing the 105 / 
Intermediate Coastal Nav exams at the beginning of the course

• Course is 6-day live-aboard on suitable monohull, with up to 4 students on 
board

• Students are provided with an LTCO subscription to view Advanced Screencasts

Pre-reading: 
Minimum: 
•  Annapolis Book of Sailing (available as a iBook)
• Cruising guide to the Windward Islands at:  http://freecruisingguides.com/sites/

default/files/lesser_antilles_vol-3_2.0__2016.01.31ad.pdf

Pre-course homework:
• SC Ashore 22: Passage plan for 5 day cruise, including 48 hour continuous passage

Itinerary and Routing
This routing is designed to support at 48 hour continuous cruise beginning noon 
Tuesday and finishing noon on Thursday, doing a counterclockwise course leading 
from windward of Tobago Cays, around the northern tip of St. Vincent, then 
around Carriacou and Ronde Island return north to Canouan.  Depending on 
wind and weather conditions, length of cruise can be adjusted by distance south 
before turning back north.  Timing is intended to enable night evolutions to be 
performed in the lee of St. Vincent and/or Carriacou.  This itinerary does not 
require clearing out of or into St. Vincent.
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Day 1(Sunday): Blue Lagoon to Bequai
Day 2 (Monday): Bequai to Tobago Cays
Day 3 (Tuesday): Begin 48 hour cruise at noon.  Proceed up windward side of 
Tobago Cays, round top of St. Vincent east to west ( approx 60 NM @ 4 knots 
VMG = 15 hours)
Day 4 (Wednesday): Night evolutions on lee side of St. Vincent.  Proceed down lee 
side of Grenadines and Carriacou ( approx 100 NM @ 4 knots VMG = 25 hours)
Day 5 (Thursday): Round bottom of Ronde Island (between Grenada and 
Carriacou) west to east, avoiding the KickEmJenny exclusion zone.  Proceed up 
between Carriacou and PM/PSV, take lee side of Union / Mayreau, arrive Canouan 
noon.  ( approx 40 NM @ 4 knots VMG = 10 hours)
Day 6 (Friday): Final manoeuvres in Canouan, return to Bequai, write exam
Day 7 (Saturday): Return to Blue Lagoon

Detailed Curriculum Plan

Day 1: Blue Lagoon to Bequai
Orientation, Checkout and Departure
1000: Meet in Driftwood, introductions, objectives, overview of itinerary
1030: Issue PDFs, snorkelling gear, check out safety gear
1100: Board vessel

- Tour
- Stow provisions and gear
- Safety briefing and gear
- SC Afloat 1: Check out boat for an extended passage
- ASA Ashore 23/24: Fuel and water capacity and range
- Sail controls inspection
- Ground tackle inspection

1200: Lunch
1300: Final preparations
1400: Target for departure to Bequai

1400-1600: Passage to Bequai
- Demonstrate tacking and gybing, heaving to
- ASA Afloat 38: Demonstrate correct methods of towing a dinghy

1600: Arrive Bequai
- Coastal Nav review and discussion of exam (if being written)
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- Review of procedures for maintaining navigation log
- Tour ashore (optional)
-  Free / study time

1800-2000: Dinner ashore
2000-2200: Return aboard

- Free / study time
2200: Lights out

Day 2: Bequai to Tobago Cays
0700:  Wake and breakfast

0800:  Ashore knowledge review session:
- Write Coastal Nav exam (if required)
- ASA and SC Weather standards for 106 / Advanced
- SC Ashore 6/7:  Review synoptic chart, weather forecast   
- SC Ashore 29/30: Review vessel stability  

1000: Recover anchor and depart mooring

1000-1500: Passage to Tobago Cays
- ASA Ashore 4 / SC Ashore 4: Discussion and demonstration of use of sail 

controls to affect sail shape
- ASA Ashore 1 / SC Ashore 1: Discussion and demonstration of true and 

apparent wind
- ASA Ashore 3 / SC Ashore 3: Discussion and demonstration of weather helm
- SC Afloat 8: Check tune of mast
-  SC Afloat 17: Determine deviation of the ship’s compass using a transit

1530-1700: Free time: snorkelling / swimming, explore reef
1800-2000: Dinner ashore (Beach BBQ)
2000-2200:  Free / study time
2200: Lights out

Day 3: Continuous passage north around St. Vincent east to west
0700:  Wake and breakfast

0800:  Ashore knowledge review session:
- ASA Ashore 9 / SC Ashore 19: Discuss sail selection for vessel
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- ASA Ashore 10 / SC Ashore 20 Discuss heavy weather precautions
- ASA Ashore 11 / SC Ashore 21: Discuss heaving to and lying ahull
- Set up watch system
- SC Ashore 28: Describe the dangers and/or risks associated with sailing in 

reduced visibility and at night, and procedures to minimize the identified risks 
and dangers

- Discuss COB procedures at night
- Any required additional review of ashore knowledge requirements relating to 

vessel systems: e.g. oil change / fuel filter procedures, anchoring procedures 
using trip line, etc.

- ASA Ashore 20 / SC Ashore 10: Distress signals
- SC Ashore 14: List the factors that adversely affect electronic navigation aids 

typically found on a cruising vessel, such as Radar, GPS, AIS and other 
electronic navigation aids aboard the vessel being used for instruction.

1100: Recover anchor and depart mooring

1100-1200: 
- Practice COB procedures
- SC Afloat 11: Simulate at least two different methods of recovering a crew 

overboard

1200-2400: Depart Tobago Cays to south, head up between reefs and beat up 
windward side of Grenadines / St. Vincent

- 1600-1800: Prepare and serve hot meal underway
- SC Afloat 2: Apply Rules 1 through 36, 40 and 45 of the Collision Regulations
- ASA Afloat 42 / SC Afloat 19: Stand navigation watch for 20 miles by day and 

20 miles by night
- ASA Afloat 35: As helmsman, demonstrate the proper techniques of beating, 

reaching, running, tacking, jibing, heading up, bearing away and luffing in 
approximately 20 knots of wind

- ASA Afloat 36: Work to weather to best advantage accounting for wind shifts, 
tides, current and local geography

- ASA Afloat 37: Sail a compass course within +/- 10 degrees with sails trimmed
- SC Afloat 4: Sail a vessel of the given size at an advanced level of skill, on the 

helm and as crew, on all points of sail
- ASA Afloat 34 / SC Afloat 15 / 16: Perform the duties of skipper and crew on 

a liveaboard coastal cruise of at least 48 hours, including night sailing
- SC Afloat 16: Satisfactorily demonstrate the ability to assume total command 

of all operations of the vessel and its crew
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Day 4: Continuous passage south on lee side of St. Vincent, 
Grenadines and Carriacou

0000-0200: 
- ASA Afloat 38 / SC Afloat 10: Demonstrate COB procedures at night under 

power and sail

0200-2400: Continue passage
- SC Afloat 15b: Preparation and execution of a night pilotage plan (for passage 

south around Carriacou / Ronde Island)
- SC Afloat 17: Determine deviation of the ship’s compass using a transit
- SC Afloat 18; Determine accuracy of knotmeter and depth sounder and make 

instrument or process adjustments, as necessary
- ASA Ashore 21 / SC Ashore 17: Describe how the vessel should be handled 

and what remedial action should be taken for specified emergencies under 
sail

- ASA Ashore 22 / SC Afloat 7: Describe how the vessel should be handled and 
what remedial action should be taken for specified emergencies under power

- SC Ashore 23: Describe (and where practical demonstrate) the appropriate 
remedial action for specified electro-mechanical problems

- SC Ashore 26: Demonstrate the use of safety harness, personal strobe light, 
and a 406 EPIRB

- ASA Ashore 19 / SC Ashore 18: Describe towing bridles for both disabled and 
towing boats and to describe precautions to be taken prior to getting 
underway, while getting underway, and while underway

Day 5: Continuous passage north on windward side of Carriacou, 
targetting arrival in Canouan at noon

0000-0200:
- If necessary, perform additional COB procedures at night in lee of Carriacou

0200-0900:  Pass between Carriacou and PSV/PM
- After dawn: SC Afloat 3: Manoeuvre under power in simulated tight 

conditions with high winds and/or tidal currents and dock the boat under 
same conditions

- SC Ashore 27: Describe docking and leaving dock under sail

1200: Target arrival in Canouan
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    -  SC Afloat 5:  Set anchor under sail

1200-1500: recover from 48 hour cruise

1500-1700:
- ASA Afloat 41: Demonstrate how to take a sounding using two different 

methods
- ASA Afloat 40: Anchor, weigh anchor, pick up and cast off moorings while 

acting as helmsman and/or crew
- SC Afloat 5: Weigh anchor under sail
- SC Afloat 6: Pick up and depart from a mooring buoy under sail
- SC Afloat 9: Rescue a swamped dinghy and, if possible, stow it on deck while 

underway (simulation)
- SC Afloat 13/14: Set anchor from a dinghy, set a Bahamian moor (equipment 

permitting)

Day 6:  Canouan to Beqaui
0700:  Wake and breakfast
0800-1000: Review any remaining ashore knowledge topics not yet covered: e.g.

- Winterizing / seasonal checks, Lightning protection, Etiquette, Rafting at 
anchor, Swimming at anchor, Anchor watch, International clearance 
procedures

1000-1100: While still in lee of Canouan, perform any remaining manoeuvres not 
yet demonstrated

1100-1500: Passage to Bequai.  Write exam en route if desired, or on arrival in 
Bequai
1500-1800: Ashore Knowledge exam
1800-2000: Dinner ashore in Bequai
2000-2200:  Free time
2200: Lights out

Day 7:  Bequai to Blue Lagoon
0700:  Wake and breakfast
0800-0900: Prep boat and pack gear
0900-1100: Passage to Blue Lagoon
1100-1200: Check in, final paperwork, student interviews
1200: Fond goodbyes / departure 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